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Green Initiatives in Orientation Programme: Plastic Free Law Centre - I and Tree
Plantation Drive

The Orientation Programme for LL.B. Ist Year Students organised on 6-7 September, 2019
was testimony to green initiatives by Law Centre I under guidance of Professor-in-Charge Prof.
(Dr.) Sarbjit Kaur. The Programme commenced with tree plantation drive in the Old Building
of Law Centre-I at 1:00 P.M. on 6th September, 2019.

Transforming the idea of 'Plastic Free Campus' into reality the Centre took eco-friendly
decision to ban single use plastics from any events of Law Centre I. Pursuant to this, the
programme did not utilise any plastic items such as bottles, plates and equipments. The
programme aimed to spread awareness regarding environmental protection amongst the newly
admitted students and through them to sensitise the common people. Senior students prepared
posters and presented a skit to raise awareness on harmful effects of plastic use and benefits of
tree plantation. The Chief Guest of the programme was Hon’ble Justice Swatanter Kumar,
former Chairperson, National Green Tribunal, former Judge of the Supreme Court of India.
Prof. (Dr.) M.K. Ramesh, Vice Chancellor (FAC), NLSIU, Banglore was the Guest of Honour
and other special guests were: Shri Elan Chezhian, Advocate on Record, Supreme Court of
India and Prof. (Dr.) Manoj Kumar Sinha, Director, Indian Law Institute, Delhi. The dignitaries
were welcomed with potted plants. The students were enlightened about the historical
background, motto, objective and achievements of Faculty of Law. The students were
introduced to the rules and regulations and the functioning of various committees at Law Centre
I followed with address by guest speakers

The second day of the orientation programme had sessions from the faculty members
introducing students to law subjects in the first year along with teaching pedagogy and career
options for legal professionals.

Orientation programme was concluded with vote of thanks.

